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Wizened in a sentence with context clues

Trend use View for: All Years Last 10 years Last 50 years Last 100 years Last 300 years Source Definition of wizened from the Collins English Dictionary New from Collins Sign up for our newsletter Get the latest news and get access to exclusive updates and offer me Ten US political terms to confuse Brits The United
States will inaugurate a new president on January 20 when Joe Biden will be sworn in as to hold office. Read more Exploration says: vaccines, vaccinations and jabs In what the PM has described as the 'ultimate sprint', the new year is down to the start of flying with the launch of the ONGOING COVID-19 vaccination
across the UK. Read more From filk to derp: find the latest words added to the Collins Dictionary Why do we need to keep adding new words to the English language? Can't we just make do with who we already are? This is a reasonable question, but the fact is that new words continue to enter the language. To illustrate
why this is happening, let's take a look at the cross-section of words that have been added to the Collins Dictionary this month. Read more Collins English Dictionary Apps Download our English Dictionary app - available for iOS and Android. Read more Collins Dictionary for Our new online Dictionary School for schools
providing a safe and suitable environment for children. And best of all it's free advertising, so sign up now and start using it at home or in class. Read more word list We have almost 200 word lists of topics as varied as types of butterflies, jackets, currencies, vegetables and knots! Admire your friends with your new
discovered knowledge! Read more Join the Collins community All the latest wordy news, linguistic insights, deals and competitions every month. Read more Scrabble Scores for 'wizened':20 This article proposes an instance-based theoretical framework for taking into account the influence of context and definitions on
learning the meaning of new words and reports 2 studies examining hypotheses about learning from context. One is that variations in context are important to allow features of the core meaning of the word to appear. The second is that definitions are effective because they can interact with context to communicate core
meanings. Both experiments tested the effects of context variation by presenting adult learners with varied or repeated context sentences with each training trial. Experiment 1 varied whether definitions were also provided, while Experiment 2 context variability varied without definition and examined the role of reading
comprehension skills and pre-training word familiarity. The result in several different steps is that exposure to variable context leads to better learning of abstract meanings than equivalent exposure one context. In addition, definitions are more effective at conveying this knowledge than context alone. Instance-based
frameworks contribute to the dual effects of context and definition, definition, how the results of word learning from abstraction in various word encounters, both definitions and sentence contexts. DefinitionSynonymsSentencesSpanish The definition of wizened is a person or something that is old, wrinkled, wrinkled or
indicates age. A wrinkled old woman is an example of someone who would be described as wizened. adjectives drying up adjectives; wrinkles; that's what I'm going to do. Simple adjectives past tense and past part of wizen. these verbs Academia.edu use cookies to personalize content, customize ads, and improve the
user experience. By using our site, you consent to the collection of our information through the use of cookies. To learn more, see our Privacy Policy.× It is a parent who is wizened. The old man who wizened the move. He said, The best one said, We have come to Him with good news. You're juice' fidgety, says the
wizened man. Nancy turned around and looked at her wizened face a. A pair of wizened Druids tended to her battered body. Crone's wizened old eyes widen with excitement. Those deep eyes on the face are wizened with fleshy noses. A wizened little man with a wrinkled face slaps his knee. Wizened old bush doesn't
know what he's talking about. The man whispered, under a stretched bridge, out like that. So deep, that when I finally release you, you'll be a wizened old crow. The mother gives a mandatory smile to the parents who wizened in it. With his long beard, pipes, and sharp smile, Jimmy has an equally wizened look. The
Great Witch stood just metres away, a confident smile on her wizened face. Then a smile began to appear on his old face that wizened once again, and he said, But he can. They are almost non-existous inside when an old woman bends bent over to them, drips in Lida is a ten mite and looks younger, because she is a
small, wizened little creature. A small pirate called Swogs is pushed forward through a group of curious onlookers. At his feet on the stairs sits a wizened male figure, with a pale sage face and heavy closed eyes. They have a kind of wizened delicacy like the beauty of some old people I've seen in villages. Wrapped in a
scarf, she must have been warm in the morning sun, but she looked cold and wizened. She vaguely recalls her father's mother, a wizened little woman who lived in a cottage overlooking St.She staring at the wizened old lady with the kindest eyes she had ever seen wistling in the middle of her face line. Several other
soldiers made weak efforts to help him, but their wizened and weak frame added little resistance. This is the rotten and lurid place I was dimly seen by the crescent moon, entangled the web of trees appears more like wizened claws. But in all other aspects, she looks like every other Vasudev, her hair snowy white and
her face wizened with age. The boy sees deliberately the face of a wizened parent, when Celia speaks without a trace of warmth in her voice:. She was shredded in bed and seemed to be washed out the wizened look has come to her face now that pale yellow color. Carr's wizened, bean-cracker bit of a face on the
appearance that revived the eel - he saw it sail witch-like over the wheels of a train. Behind me sat an Old Red Hawk, a wizened old man with long, white hair, and milky white cataracts in both eyes who stared blindly in front. Suddenly Martha boomed, Miriam! The title thrusts maturity, not wizened worms! Don't insult the
model! The room erupted in laughter. Grandpa was the only one who ever used the name, and Stacey always felt special because Bup worked side by side with the wizened parents. We pitched our tent in a shallow, semi-open trench in the middle of a wind-blown alpine meadow, in the shelter of some wizened alder
bushes. The wind is so clamped that ivy leaves have become wizened and gray, each knocking incessantly at its neighbors with its disgusting stir in nerves. He will be confused by the ways of the media and, ironically, teach these same ways to undergrads with an additional spin of his experience of thoughtful and jaded
wit. Just for a few seconds, but when she saw him again, he bent against a crooked tree, wizened, his shoulders pressed against him as they held each other. The tent cover is opened and a woman is wizened out — a wrinkled face as the leaves dry and eyes that appear to light up on her face, black eyes that seem to
be visible out of the well of horror. Her wizened face breaks through into a broader smile, and the three young women laugh in echoes of the music for her pleasure, shaking their bodies to and freezing, with nervous jerks on their shoulders. Granted, they are his second children - the wizened and cantankerous, the
others tough and exaggerated, yet each with a brain that has placed him ahead of his scientific age. I followed Mark's wildly pointed to wizened old git in fez standing next to a square box on trestles composed of rows of small drawers, on which sat the 'cute' white rabbit in question. And there, sitting just on the side of the
fire, was a little Halfling, a wrinkled little thing, because his face and hands were all wizened with age, except for a scrubby beard and a soft hat on his head. He wanders the courtyard, poking loose paper with a deadly trident, occasionally bending over to pull the errant weed from the plot or twisting some wizened bloom
that has given up fighting for prolonged survival. The wizened little man imagined himself as quite a stud, so to uphold this ideal he called on his doctor friend to provide hormones, human chorionic gonadotropin, plus instructions and parafernalia for their use. She squinted her eyes as she directed a seemingly dull stare
through the old man's face with ease, her accusing voice ringing around a narrow study with the authority of a mythical girl wrath: . To quote my wizened boss, Ray Wierzbowski: That's how you know you've mastered videogames — when a bunch of butt-hurt crybabies start accusing you of cheating in an attempt to
overcome the beatdown they have suffer at your hands. A wizened old man bends over a large book, while around him an assortment of books, scrolls and maps lie around randomly; candles have been lit and left in a precarious position with or without holders, hot candles dribble a lot. He did graduate, and early the
following summer, a year after it was first vandalized, William found himself in the fitting room of a wizened Jewish tailor whose question mark posture seemed designed to save him the trouble of bending over to pick up inseams. However, before turning myself in to the unknown, I wanted to walk along the sand with my
eyes half closed and let the cooling waves wash my tired feet, to fill my palms and contain some wrinkled and wizened sea, and leave my footprints there with no one else in sight. I see that John2 also knew that he would be a writer in both probabilities, but through different paths: He would become confused by the
ways of the media and, ironically, teach these same ways to undergrads with an additional spin of his experience of thoughtful and jaded wit. And glory be to them, and they will not be able to do so. , see the occupants — clustered, angry, wizened shapes, with dry brown limbs like dead wood shown through moldering
bandages. He remembers everything he's seen to that day. a woman with children, and without her husband, who is in prison for cutting down trees in her forest (Nekhludoff), and a terrible Matrona, who considers, or at least speaks as if she were considering, that the woman of her position should submit herself to
gentlefolk; she remembers her relationship with the babies, the way they were taken to Foundlings Hospital, and the poor baby, smiling, and wizened with a patchwork hat, dying of starvation. Unfortunately we don't yet have an example sentence for this word. Unfortunately we don't yet have an example sentence for this
word. 1. I also signed it as Colonel H Saunders (of KFC fame) expecting them to wizen up but all that happened was that I was respected wherever I went. Go.
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